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Welcome to our weekly public open evenings at the Institute of Astronomy. Tonight PAULA JOFRE will be 
discussing THE STARS OF THE MILKY WAY. The presentation begins promptly at 7.15pm and will last for about 
half an hour; it will be followed by an opportunity to observe if (and only if…) the weather is clear. Apologies 
that temporarily we still only have one of our historical telescopes open for use – however the good news is 
that the scaffolding is finally being removed from the building housing the Northumberland telescope 
following its refurbishment over the summer, so we really hope it will be back in action soon with its (very 
very) shiny brand-new dome. The Thorrowgood telescope remains open, we’ll have a number of small 
telescopes out; and the CAMBRIDGE ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION will provide a floorshow with commentary on 
the observatory lawns relaying live images from three modern telescopes. If we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy, then 
we’ll give you a cup of tea instead and the CAA will offer some astro-information afterwards in the lecture. The 
talk schedule for this term is available at: www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/public_observing/talks2013-14 . If you have 
any questions, or comments about the IoA Open Evenings – particularly suggestions for talks you’d like to hear 
this year, please get in touch with CAROLIN CRAWFORD csc@ast.cam.ac.uk. In next week’s talk ALAN JACKSON 
will be showing us some VIEWS OF VENUS. We TWEET current astr0-news and events as IOACOA.  
 

There’s not been too much in the way of astro-news over the last week, with only two main stories 
dominating.  

NASA'S MAVEN MISSION NOW ON THE WAY TO MARS 
Monday saw the successful launch of NASA’s latest robotic 
mission to Mars, Maven (the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile 
EvolutioN spacecraft). Now just beginning its 10 month-journey 
to reach the Red Planet, Maven is due to arrive at its 
destination on the 22nd September 2014 – and just a few days 
earlier than India’s Mangalyaan spacecraft (although the latter 
was launched a couple of weeks earlier, it is taking a less direct 
route to Mars).  Maven will be an orbiting spacecraft, carrying 

eight scientific instruments that will be used to study the influence of the Sun at Mars. In particular, 
the mission is designed to investigate how the solar wind (a stream of charged particles steadily lost 
from the surface of the Sun) has affected and eroded the upper atmosphere of Mars over time. Mars 
was once enveloped in thick layers of gas, making the planet much warmer and wetter than it is now. 
The loss of its global magnetic field early on in its history left the Martian atmosphere vulnerable to 
being stripped away by the solar wind. Today little of that air is left, and the Solar wind is less intense 
than when the Sun was younger, but the same physical process is still occurring - albeit at a much 
lower rate – and can be studied. From these observations we can extrapolate back in time to try and 
understand how important this process was earlier in Martian history. Maven will also provide an 
important link in the communication between Earth and Martian rovers – both those planned in the 
future, and current explorers such as Curiosity. It is thus very likely that the scientific mission of 
Maven will be extended beyond its intended duration of a year after arrival.   

COMET ISON IN OUTBURST? 
Meanwhile, Comet ISON is hotting up as it 
nears the Sun, and as the solid nucleus (the 
only permanent part of a comet) becomes 
more and more active. This means that the 
ice in the comet sublimates directly into gas 
at the surface of the small ‘iceberg’ nucleus; 
it jets away into space, taking along with it 
tiny solid grains of silicates and carbonates 
known as dust. These get pushed behind the 
comet by a combination of the Solar wind 
and the radiation pressure of sunlight to 
stretch and form the comet’s tails. ISON has 



by now developed a very fine tail (see picture overleaf) full of intricate structures and streams. 
Although incredibly faint, this tail now stretches as far across the sky as over 100 Moon-widths seen 
from Earth: in real terms it’s millions of km long – and currently the largest structure in the Solar 
System. Over the last week the nucleus has twice brightened abruptly, suggesting that cracks in the 
ice have opened up wider to enable sudden and rapid releases of matter into the tail. A direct view of 
the nucleus is obstructed by the huge volume of ejected material, which surrounds the iceberg in a 
coma, or extended halo, and scatters the sunlight.  But there are suggestions that one or two 

fragments might have detached from 
the solid part of the comet, and that 
this outburst in brightness could be 
connected with a partial 
disintegration. Analysis of deep 
exposures of the comet support this 
idea, showing two temporary ‘wing’-
shaped features within the coma (see 
left).  If the nucleus is breaking up, it 
will do so in a gradual fragmentation, 
and it won’t be apparent for a few 
days - we’d have to wait for the 
fragments to drift sufficiently apart to 
be seen as separate. The comet is 

currently hurtling on the last leg of its inward run, and is set for its closest approach to the Sun next 
week on 28th November, when it will swing round at a distance of only 1.2 million km. Over the last 
week the brightness increase has brought the comet into unaided-eye visibility - in dark areas, at 
least, as from the city it’s been at best a dim smudge in binoculars. As it gets close to the Sun, it also 
becomes much more difficult to observe; there is a fine line between waiting for it to rise above the 
horizon and the brightness of the sky just before sunrise! But tomorrow it will enter the sight of the 
STEREO satellites which constantly monitor the Sun’s activity, and we’ll be able to gain a different 
view of the comet and its tail.    
 

WHAT’S IN THE SKY THIS WEEK  
If you get a clear view of the south-west horizon this week, keep an eye out for VENUS – it’s brilliantly 
bright, and very low down briefly just after sunset. JUPITER is bright and easy to spot in the East after 
about 9.30pm – it will be at 10 o’clock from the Moon on the 22nd November. Given the fact that we 
have some nice dark 
moonless nights on the way, 
why not look to see if you 
can find another galaxy? The 
Andromeda galaxy is an easy 
target to find and view 
through simple binoculars… 
or even with the unaided eye 
from a dark site – though it 
will look more like a small 
faint smudge than anything 
else. Look towards the South 
round to the East after about 
7.30pm and see if you can 
find it from this map – good 
luck! And if you do manage 
to view it, remember that the 
light you are observing left that galaxy some two and a half million years ago… 
 
 
 


